About the Book

This tender, contemplative picture book is about growing up. It’s about parents giving their children the gifts, no matter how quiet or small, to succeed and to navigate the world on their own. And it’s about the connection that binds a parent and child . . . because no matter how far they fly or who they become, they will always have home.

Pre-Reading Activity

Cover Examination—Study the cover of the book. How many flying things do you see? What do you notice about the girl? How do her feet and hair reveal that she is swinging? Explain how swinging makes a person feel as if they are flying. How high do you think the girl can fly on her swing?

Theme—Theme explains what the book is about. Consider the title of the book and the illustration on the cover, and predict what you think the overall theme of the book might be.
Classroom Discussion Questions

• Movement—In what direction are the birds flying on the end papers? How does this lead the reader to the next page? Explain how this illustration further reveals the theme of the book.

• Growth—Look at the title page. What is the relationship between the caterpillar and the butterfly? Why is the caterpillar looking toward the butterfly? What can a butterfly do that a caterpillar can’t do?

• Dedication—What is the object on the dedication page? Why might this image have been chosen? Why are the girl and the dog sitting on it? Explain how the airplane can help the girl fly. In what other ways might a person fly?

• Flight—The next page shows clothes on a line. How can you tell that the wind is blowing? Explain how the wind helps things fly. What about the sky? Note the girl looking out the window. Remember the theme of the book. What is the girl thinking about? Imagine that you could fly. What things would you take along? What would you do on your journey?

• Imagination—Take a look at the store where the boy and his mother are shopping. What kind of store are they in? How do books ask people to use their imagination? How do books encourage readers to soar?

• Shape Recognition—Take a look at the double-page spread with the fork, spoon, cup, and dish. Why does the fork make a good vehicle for flying? Consider the shape of a spoon. Why does it make a good oar? Notice the fruit on the dish. Point out another place in the book where this fruit is found.

• Dreams—The boy on the last page is asleep, and likely dreaming. What do you think he is dreaming about?

• Illustration Analysis—The artist uses paint and collage to create the illustrations. Look carefully at the pictures. Which are created with paint? Which are created with collage? Texture is how things feel. Which illustrations seem as though you can feel them? Study the blanket on the last double-page spread. How do the objects on the blanket relate to the story?

• Direction and Symbolism—Note the direction the birds are flying on the last page. How does this symbolize the end of the story?
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